Be It Proclaimed:

Whereas, February 14, 2020, marks the 150th anniversary of the establishment of the Cincinnati Chapter of the American Institute of Architects (AIA), the fourth such chapter in the country; and,

Whereas, through their work, AIA Cincinnati architects have made a lasting impact on the community; and,

Whereas, these architects have designed Cincinnati landmarks and icons, homes and schools, and the buildings where we work and play; and,

Whereas, AIA Cincinnati architects share their experience and expertise by serving on municipal, civic, and nonprofit boards, helping organizations and communities address current design challenges while planning for the future; and,

Whereas, AIA Cincinnati architects work to create, improve, and sustain the communities where we live, work, and play; and,

Whereas, through community service and high-quality design, AIA Cincinnati members help identify and communicate community members’ dreams for better homes, parks, offices, schools, museums, hospitals, and other private as well as public buildings; and,

Whereas, the City of Cincinnati congratulates AIA Cincinnati and its members for their contributions to the built environment of our city, region, and across the world;

Now, Therefore, I, John Cranley,
Mayor of the City of Cincinnati do hereby proclaim February 14, 2020
as
“American Institute of Architects Cincinnati Day”
in Cincinnati.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused this seal of the City of Cincinnati to be affixed this Fourteenth day of February in the year Two Thousand and Twenty.

John Cranley
Mayor, City of Cincinnati